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We hope you enjoy this edition of SpotLight. We’d also like to hear 
from you. Send us your thoughts and suggestions, whether it’s what 
you like — or even what you don’t — about this magazine, or if 
there is something you would like to see in coming editions. You can 
reach us via email at pao@llnl.gov.
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ON THE COVER: Recently retired 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
science/technical writer Ann Parker 
turned her love of science and English 
literature into a side career as an 
historical mystery novelist. 

Ann Parker was not one of those people who had a yen to be a 
published author from early on. She was busy with a job, kids and 
family, but on a whim with encouragement from a colleague she asked 
herself, “Why not try it as an experiment?” The experiment blossomed 
into a knack for writing historical murder mystery books.

Larry Lagin has been described as a Renaissance man by many of 
his friends and colleagues. After a lengthy career of solving scientific 
problems, he now blends his knowledge of science into art while reaching 
out to the community and encouraging young people to dream big.

When Drew Willard isn’t busy at his day job as a senior laser technician, 
he prefers a lower, slower heat: the kind that helps barbecue develop its 
signature smoke ring and appealing flavor. When he moved to California, 
he realized he couldn’t get the same Southern-influenced food that he 
grew up with, so he decided to take on barbecue for himself.

Interns flocked on site to the Laboratory this year, the first time in several 
years due to the pandemic. With them, they brought new ideas of how to 
tackle science and technology challenges and an excitement about starting 
their careers.

https://spotlight.llnl.gov/


t’s no big mystery why Lab technical writer 
Ann Parker started penning novels — she 
was practically born to do it. 

While growing up in San Leandro, California, 
Parker and her friends (one of whom also later 
became a published author) would make up 
stories as they walked along the creek in the 
backyard of her family home. A “voracious 
reader,” Parker also had a knack for analyzing 
literature, but dreamed of becoming a scientist. 

Interested in astronomy, Parker attended 
Colorado College in Colorado Springs and took 
classes at Chabot College before transferring 
to the University of California, Berkeley to earn 
degrees in physics and English literature. Upon 
graduation, Parker thought she might start her 
career as a technician in Silicon Valley, but a 
Berkeley physics professor was so impressed 
by Parker’s detailed lab reports that he 
encouraged her to explore becoming a science 
writer or editor at a scientific journal. 

“It had never occurred to me I could combine 
the two subjects until then,” Parker said. “I’ll 
always think fondly of [that professor] because 
he gave me my career direction. It’s interesting 
the turns life takes.”

After graduation, Parker was hired by the 
Engineering Directorate at the (then) Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory. The directorate needed 
a writer and editor with a solid scientific 
background, and she fit the bill. Parker shared 
an office with a physicist named Camille 
Minichino, who also happened to write science-
related mystery novels based on the periodic 
table, sporting titles like “The Beryllium Murder.”

“I watched Camille, she was having so much 
fun and I thought, ‘Wow, maybe I should try 
writing a book,’” Parker said. “I certainly was 
not one of those people who had a yen to be a 
published author from early on; I was busy with 
job, kids and family, but I thought, ‘Why not try it 
as an experiment?’”

Mining ideas for the  
‘Silver Rush Series’

While brainstorming for her first book, Parker 
chatted with her uncle, who mentioned 
Leadville, a silver mining town in Colorado. 
Parker’s grandmother, the daughter of a 
Leadville blacksmith, had lived in the town 
during the “Silver Rush” of the late 1800s, 
working in the bindery of the town newspaper. 
The family ties, combined with the intriguing 
parallels Parker saw between that era and the 
dot-com boom then underway in Silicon Valley, 
convinced her it was the perfect backdrop for a 
historical tale of murder and intrigue. 

“The Silver Rush was much like the California 
Gold Rush,” Parker said. “People went crazy — 
they left everything behind and headed West, 
thinking they would arrive, pick the nuggets 
off the ground and be instantly rich. Most of 
the booms we have out here are driven by this 
tantalizing promise of instant wealth. That’s 
one of the sparks for me; when I can see a 
resonance between present times and the past. 
People don’t change that much.”

Influenced by the Edgar Allan Poe and Sherlock 
Holmes stories she’d read in her youth, Parker 
envisioned a female saloon owner-turned-
sleuth as her protagonist. Inspiration also came 
from the author Mary Hallock Foote, who wrote 
about Victorian women living in the Old West 
and an altogether different medium she loved 
growing up: the TV Western. 

“I can remember lying on [my best friend’s] 
scratchy rug and we’d watch shows like ‘Have 
Gun Will Travel’ and ‘Wagon Train,’ ” Parker 
recalled. “Even at that age I thought, ‘Where 
are the women? The guys are having all the 
fun.’ Women were just window dressing, or they 
were the hapless victim in the runaway wagon. 
It wasn’t fair that they didn’t get to have any 
fun; they didn’t get to have adventures or chase 
after the bad guys. That all sunk into the back 

After sharing an office at LLNL with 
physicist and mystery writer named 
Camille Minichino, Parker decided 
to try her hand at writing mystery 
tales of her own. Photos by  
Garry McLeod. 
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of my brain and eventually came together (in my books). I 
wanted to have a woman character who could have fun. She 
could solve mysteries. She could be a woman in a man’s 
world.” 

Parker added her own love of music — she played the violin 
and piano when young, her parents were accomplished 
pianists and a brother is a professional musician — and Inez 
Stannert was born. 

Trusting the process

With Minichino as her guide, Parker enrolled in a mystery 
writing class, where she learned about plot structure and 
character development. The students formed a weekly 
critique group where they shared chapters and collected 
feedback from the other members. Parker crafted her story 
on-the-fly — a classic whodunit that follows Inez as she 
investigates the mysterious death of a silver assayer. Like 
a scientist, Parker looked for common “data point clusters” 
in the students’ comments for places she needed to edit or 
clarify.

The book, titled “Silver Lies,” came in at more than 600 
pages, and Parker began the painful process of cutting it 
down to a digestible length. She hired an agent to find a 
publisher, which turned out to be a laborious task — multiple 
publishing houses told Parker her book was a Western, 
and Westerns didn’t sell (Parker argued it was a historical 
mystery that happened to be set in the Old West). 

After a couple of years, Parker and the agent parted ways. 
Parker continued to query on her own, starting with Poisoned 
Pen Press, a small, independent press in Scottsdale, 
Arizona. The Press bought the manuscript and published 
the book in 2003. “Silver Lies” would earn several awards 
and garner acclaim from Publishers Weekly and the Chicago 
Tribune as one of the best mysteries of the year. But Parker 
didn’t have time to rest on her laurels.

“The publisher commented, ‘Well you’ve written this one, and 
it’s the first of a series, right? Are you working on the second 
one?’” Parker explained. “Camille [Minichino] was very 
helpful in coaching me, and one thing I learned early on is 
when a publisher asks you that question, you say, ‘Oh, yes, 
of course, I’ve already started it.’”

While she contemplated a follow up, Parker was working 
part-time at the Lab and raising two children. The end of the 
workday, after the kids were in bed, was her time to write. 

“I found that my internal editor, which was busy during the 
day, was too tired at night to speak up and say, ‘Oh, that 
sentence, can you go back and do better?’ Or, ‘Where are 
you going with all this?’ And I would just fall into the zone,” 
Parker said. 

With the release of “The Secret in the Wall” in February, 
Parker’s “Silver Rush” series now spans eight books. Parker 
separates the series into two “cycles” — the first five books 
center around Leadville, Denver and other locations in 
Colorado from 1879 to 1880. The second cycle, comprising 
the last three books, follow the protagonist Inez to San 
Francisco, where she has fled to start a new life managing a 
music store. Though it brings the character closer to Parker’s 
real-life home, the relocation wasn’t planned, she said.

“When I was drafting the fifth book, I didn’t realize I was 
writing the last book in the Leadville cycle,” Parker recalled. 
“However, as I was nearing the end, it hit me: ‘Oh, she’s 
leaving for San Francisco.’ I looked back to the very first 
book in the series and I realized that was the direction she’d 
been heading, all along. So, she surprised me.”

“The Secret in the Wall” was inspired by a real-life news 
article Parker read in the local newspaper. Without giving 
too much away, Inez has taken in a headstrong orphan girl 
named Antonia, and while assessing a business investment 
property, a skeleton falls out of an opened wall, followed by 
a bag of gold coins. Antonia, who assumes there are pirates 
afoot, investigates, and she and the derringer-armed Inez 
must solve the mystery. The book takes place almost entirely 
indoors, a reflection of the state of the world when Parker 
wrote it. She calls it her “pandemic-year book.”

“When I really started to dive in, that’s when the world 
stopped,” Parker said. “One of the things I do when 
researching for my books is walk the streets for the place I’m 
writing about, to get a sense of the atmosphere and imagine 
what the area was like more than a century ago. Well, I 
couldn’t do any of that (during the pandemic). It was just 
me and the computer. So, I think of [the book] as my locked 
room mystery, with much of the story taking place in these 
two conjoined houses and some scenes occurring in very 
claustrophobic settings. That’s kind of an indication of how I 
was feeling at the time.”

The book was named an Editor’s Pick by Amazon.com and 
the Historical Novel Society, adding to the long list of awards 
she’s received for the series. Of all her awards, she is most 
proud of the Colorado Book Award for her second novel, 
“Iron Ties,” since Colorado is close to her heart and the Bruce 
Alexander Historical Mystery Award she won for “Mercury’s 
Rise,” because it came from the mystery community.

As a historical fiction writer, Parker attempts to be as 
accurate as possible, reading websites and archival 
newspapers and even conducting interviews with historians 
on subjects she can’t easily research online. In “Silver Lies,” 
Parker needed an expert on silver assaying, while another 
book required detailed knowledge in undertaking techniques 
from the Civil War and 1880s. For the latter, Parker 
happened to find a man who performed as an undertaker in 
Civil War reenactments. 

Each book has its challenges, Parker said. But over the 
years, she’s managed to “speed up the process.” After her 
first novel, she began working from synopses and tightened 
up her editing steps. 

“The beginnings and endings come easily to me. But in 
the middle — I call it the ‘muddle in the middle’— I often 
realize I’ve introduced all these new factors that aren’t in the 
synopsis. However, I’ve thrashed through the middle often 
enough to know that eventually it’ll work out, and I have great 
faith in the subconscious mind to unravel these problems.”

By the time she finishes a book, Parker is understandably 
“exhausted.” 

“I’m just done,” she explained. “I feel wrung out and need to 
crawl off and hibernate for a while.”

She finishes up her 2022 book tour for “The Secret in the 
Door” concluding with a virtual panel for the Mechanics 
Institute in San Francisco on Nov. 18.  

Parker, who is semi-retired but still writing for the Technical 
Information Department’s “Science and Technology Review,” 
until her last official day on Oct. 28, said she had been 
“hanging on” until she could witness two milestones — the 
Lab’s first woman director and its 70th anniversary. The 
first happened with the promotion of Kim Budil to director in 
2021, while the second occured with a lab-wide celebration 
in October. As she contemplates her next steps, Parker said 
there are still more stories to be told. With her children grown 
and no longer in the area, she plans to continue writing 
books, potentially beyond the “Silver Rush” series.

“The Lab has been a huge part of my life, so I wanted to be 
here to celebrate its 70th and then say goodbye,” Parker 
said. “After I ‘hang up my badge’ and walk out the gate for 
the last time, I’m planning to take time to decompress a little 
bit. However, I’ve been working in the world of words since I 
was a young, so I’m not going to give it up. It probably won’t 
be long before I return to spinning stories in my mind and on 
the page.”

With the release of “The 
Secret in the Wall” in 
February 2022, Parker’s 
“Silver Rush” series 
currently spans eight 
books. Many of the 
books in the series have 
won awards from the 
literary and historical 
mystery community, 
including the Colorado 
Book Award, various 
CIPA EVVY awards and 
the Bruce Alexander 
Historical Mystery 
Award. She was 
inducted into the 
Colorado Authors’ Hall 
of Fame in 2019.

“I would let the words take me 
wherever they went. It’s like driving 
in the dark with the headlights on 
— more of the story was illuminated 
as I rolled down the road. I didn’t 
quite know where I was going but 
went with the process.”

– Ann Parker
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Larry Lagin talks about his passion for art following 
a 40-year career as a scientist

t an early age, 
Larry Lagin 
knew he wanted 
to become a 

scientist and he also had 
a love for the arts. After a 

lengthy career of solving 
scientific problems, he now 

blends his knowledge of science 
into art while reaching out to the 

community and encouraging young 
people to dream big. 

Lagin, who has been described as 
a Renaissance man by many of his 

friends and colleagues, worked for 40 
years as a scientist trying to recreate the 

energy of the stars. His desire in trying to 
tame nature by creating order out of chaos 

led him to work on the nation’s leading 
fusion projects. He worked on the Tokamak 

Fusion Test Reactor project at Princeton 
Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) and 

served as a deputy project manager for the 
Lab’s National Ignition Facility (NIF), the world’s 

largest and most energetic laser. 

After retiring from LLNL in 2014, Lagin returned 
to the classroom but this time instead of science 

he focused on art. Lagin began taking classes 
in a specialized drawing certificate program at 

the University of California Berkeley Extension. 
In 2018, he also completed a graduate certificate 

program in visual arts, specializing in painting. At 
that time, Lagin started renting studio space at the 

Bothwell Arts Center in Livermore, where he now is 
a resident artist. He regularly participates in art shows 

and art fairs in the Tri-Valley and throughout the Bay 
Area. During this time, he knew he wanted to give back 

to the community and share his passion for art.

Since then, his contributions to the community continues 
to grow. The list includes online exhibits to in-person 
audiovisual exhibits to producing plays with Livermore 
Shakespeare Festival, now Shakespeare’s Performing 
Arts Regional Company (SPARC). 

For several years, he led PPPL’s “Science on Saturdays” 
outreach program for high school students and later 
started it at LLNL in 1997 shortly after starting to work 
at the Lab. He assisted with the “Sketches in Code: 
Randomness & Patterns in Science and Art” exhibit 
that explored how art and science intersect to create 
digital works reflecting the natural world. He created a 
Holocaust art and multimedia exhibit, which was based on 
photographs from the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, 
at the Bothwell Arts Center. 

He subsequently took that exhibit on tour to high schools 
in the East Bay to educate students about the Holocaust, 
and help found the East Bay Holocaust Education Center 
(EBHEC), a non-profit to provide Holocaust education to 
people of all faiths in the San Francisco Bay Area. Since 
being founded in January 2021 in Pleasanton, EBHEC 
has provided more than 20 Holocaust education events, 
many of them free to the public, several of them art- 
related. For example, EBHEC sponsored a Student Art 
and Writing Contest with the theme “Why is it Important 
to Remember the Holocaust?” and awarded $3,500 in 
prize money to 15 local-area students. It also sponsored 
free student-friendly films in partnership with the East Bay 
Jewish International Film Festival that were streamed 
and shown at the Vine Cinema in Livermore. The 
organization also collaborated with SPARC to produce 
a staged reading of Diane Samuel’s Holocaust-based 
“Kindertransport” in 2021 and are planning to produce 
more in the future.

“I have always been involved in outreach programs,” Lagin 
said. “During the past several years, I have also worked 
closely with the staff at the Quest Science Center and Lisa
 

The “Dream Big” muralists, from left: Thomasin Dewhurst; Larry 
Lagin, Anne Giancola and Matt Finders. Photo by Jason Laurea.

BY MICHAEL PADILLA

Larry Lagin, at his studio at the Bothwell Arts 
Center in Livermore, has always had a passion 
for the arts. Photo by Garry McLeod.

A
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Tromovitch, the artistic director of SPARC, to help them 
produce a series of science-based plays working in 
collaboration with LLNL scientists.” 

This program, called “Science@Play,” gives people of 
color the opportunity to write the plays, working with Lab 
scientists to make sure the science is accurate. Together 
they have produced plays on COVID research and 
climate change.

Most recently, Lagin helped spearhead the creation 
of a large mural near downtown Livermore honoring 
NASA astronauts with ties to LLNL, Sandia National 
Laboratories, the Livermore arts community and the 
Tri-Valley area. Lagin worked with Thomasin Dewhurst, 
Anne Giancola and Matt Finders on the mural.

The mural, located off Railroad Avenue and North K 
Street, features five astronauts, including Jeff Wisoff, 
principal associate director of NIF and Photon Science; 
Tammy Jernigan, former senior adviser to the Laboratory 
Director’s Office of Defense Coordination; José 
Hernández, the son of Mexican migrant farmworkers 
and a former LLNL engineer for 15 years; Leroy 
Chiao, the commander of Expedition 10 on the 
International Space Station, graduate of Monte Vista 
High School in Danville and former LLNL researcher; 
and Ellen Ochoa, former researcher at Sandia 
National Laboratories and the former director of the 
Johnson Space Center in Houston.

He is currently working to bring “Violins of Hope” to 
Livermore and surrounding communities in February 
2023. Violins of Hope is a collection of restored violins 
that were played by Jewish musicians during the 
Holocaust. The instruments survived concentration 
camps, ghettos and massacres and serve as a 
reminder of the many stories of injustice, suffering, 
resilience and survival. Besides three for-pay concerts 

at the Bankhead planned for Feb. 5-7, there will be a 
free exhibit at the Bankhead open to the public during 
the first two weeks of February. He also will bring the 
violins for free concerts to all 30 middle schools and 
high schools in the Tri-Valley.

Science meets art 

Lagin likes the mantra, “science, like art, is 10% 
inspiration and 90% perspiration” and describes 
his creative process like exploring new scientific 
discoveries.

“A lot of people say that art and science are very 
different,” Lagin said. “I think that’s just totally false. 
With science, you must be extremely precise, and some 
artists are very precise, too. I am an impressionistic 
artist though, which is not precise, and I purposely 
chose not to be precise.” 

Lagin said with art he starts with a blank canvas and 
focuses on being creative and seeing where it takes 
him. 

“I think about what I am going to do, just like in a 
science project, and then I start doing some planning 
and I just start doing it and I make decisions and 
choices along the way,” he explained. “It’s like a science 
project and like a process of discovery.”

Lagin describes his paintings as energetic and 
expressionist. He said he wants people to look at his 
paintings and feel the energy, both within him and within 
themselves.

“I gave this a lot of thought and I definitely see a great 
correlation of my career in science and in fusion where 
I was essentially trying to create a sun on Earth by 
essentially trying to tame chaos — and my art, trying to 
create order with brash strokes of the brush,” he said.

Encouraging future scientists, artists

“There’s such an emphasis today about students going 
into STEM (science, technology, engineering and math) 
careers,” he said. “I certainly did but I always felt that art 
has definitely put the STEAM in STEM for me.” 

Lagin said science allows people to search and discover 
truth about nature and the world. 

“This is very important to the advancement of mankind,” 
he said. “Studying art and humanities is equally 
important to mankind especially for people to discover 
truth about themselves and others. I get a lot of 
gratification out of doing art because it’s a creative type 
of process and I will continue to help educate and reach 
out to others.”

Lagin puts some finishing touches on 
his “Here’s Johnny!” painting.  

Photo by Garry McLeod.

Far left: Lagin shows his “Dr. Strangelove” painting 
during an open studio event at the Bothwell Arts 
Center. Photo by Vanessa Thomas.

Lagin, left, who credits the space program for 
getting him involved and excited to go into science, 
paints final details on the “Dream Big” mural in 
downtown Livermore. Photo by Jason Laurea.
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here are two major sources 
of heat in Drew Willard’s 
life. He’s a senior laser 
technician in Laser Systems 

Engineering and Operations, 
working on high- power, short-
pulsed lasers that help scientists 
study the interiors of stars. But 
when he’s not on site, he prefers 
a lower, slower heat: the kind 
that helps barbecue develop 
its signature smoke ring and 
appealing flavor.

“I was always around barbecue,” 
Willard said. “A lot of Southern-
influenced food, a lot of family 
from Louisiana and Texas making Creole and Texas-
style barbecue. When I moved to California, I realized 
I couldn’t get any of that, so it kind of started the 
journey to learn more about how I can go about making 
barbecue for myself.”

He began reading as much as he could, making use 
of the white oak he was able to find on some family 
property in northern California. His first brisket “was 
terrible,” he said, but he connected with some award-
winning pitmasters in Austin, Texas, who gave him some 
critical pointers. 

“In the back of my mind, I wanted to bring Texas-style 
offset barbecue to Livermore,” he said. “I always thought 
it’d be a great place for it. I love the town.” An offset 
barbecue is one where the wood fire is in a separate 
chamber generating smoke that cooks the food. As his 
barbecue improved, though, he realized his backyard 
offset smoker wasn’t big enough to try his hand at the 
pop-up restaurant scene. 

T
BY BEN KENNEDY

the competition, with a little help from grandma

DREW WILLARD

A spread of the offerings from 
Smoke Cellar BBQ, now appearing 
at wineries, breweries and farmers 
markets around Livermore.

At left: Willard with 
his family.

At top: Willard  spent six 
months building a smoker, 
which he named after his 
grandmother.  

Drew Willard, Lab 
laser technician and 
barbecue entrepreneur, 
brandishes his brisket 
at a recent Smoke 
Cellar BBQ popup 
appearance. Photos by 
Glenn Silva.
 

Smoke Cellar BBQ serves customers 
throughout Livermore.

“I came home one day and told my 
wife, ‘I want to build a 500-gallon 
offset pit,’” he remembers. “Take a 
500-gallon propane tank, then put half 
of a 250-gallon propane tank on the 
back as a firebox: now you’ve got an 
offset smoker.” He spent six months 
building the smoker in Sacramento; 
when he got it home, he named it after 
his grandmother Eula. A few permits 
and classes later, Smoke Cellar BBQ 
was born.

“We just started doing one thing at a 
time to start the business,” he said. 
“We started doing popups at the local 
breweries here in town, got really good 

responses and we started selling out. We’ve pretty much 
sold out every time we’ve cooked.”

Eula can cook 12 briskets and eight pork shoulders when 
fully loaded, all cooked in advance of a Smoke Cellar BBQ 
appearance at a farmers market, brewery or winery. Willard 
can spend 18 to 20 hours in a day trimming and cooking 
briskets, getting everything ready for a popup. 

“I get to give them a little bite of brisket or whatever they 
want to try and get to see their reaction, and people love 
it. That’s what it’s all about: it’s the dream coming together 
right there. I’m actually serving Texas-style barbecue in 
Livermore, like I’ve always wanted to.”

Demand for Smoke Cellar BBQ has increased enough to 
justify the deployment of a second smoker, a “massive” 
5,000-pound, 1,000-gallon offset smoker that can handle 
25 briskets at a time. In accordance with tradition, it’s 
named after another family culinary legend: his other 
grandmother Betty.



Robert Cerda, originally from the San Fernando Valley 
in Los Angeles, came to the Lab through the Reserve 
Officers’ Training Corp (ROTC)/Military Academic Research 
Associates (MARA) internship program. He is a UC 
Berkeley undergrad and is pursuing a bachelor’s degree in 
computer science. 

It was his interest in 3D printing and photogrammetry and 
the opportunity to participate in the ROTC/MARA internship 
program that led him to his first-time internship at the Lab, 
where he worked in Materials Engineering and contributed 
to developing the world’s largest DIW dataset.

The future is bright for Cerda, who hopes to attend grad 
school, join the Space Force and hopefully work another 
summer at LLNL.

Cerda’s passions are surfing, skydiving and dispersed 
camping (camping anywhere outside of a designated 
campground with little to no services). “I like to surf (my 
surfboard says Robert’s on it because the shaper and I 
share a first name),” he said. “I also like dispersed camping, 
which is way better than regular camping.”

Meet
Robert 
Cerda

“What I liked best about 
interning at LLNL was the 

people; getting to say I 
work in the smartest square 
mile and the software I get 

to develop every day.”
– Robert Cerda

Lauren Bonetti is from Green Bay, Wisconsin, but spent 
most of her summers in Iron River, Michigan in the upper 
peninsula at her family’s lake house; that is, until she 
came to the Lab this summer as a nuclear and chemical 
sciences undergraduate intern within the Global 
Security Directorate. 

Bonetti is a rising undergraduate junior at Marquette 
University in Milwaukee, and in the Air Force Reserve 
Officer Training Corp (ROTC) at Marquette University 
Detachment 930. She is pursuing a bachelor’s degree 
in computer engineering with a minor in electrical 
engineering, after which she plans to go straight to grad 
school to get her master’s in electrical engineering. 

“After graduation, I hope to commission into the Air Force 
or Space Force as a developmental engineer and work 
with satellite defense or space exploration,” she said. 

During her LLNL internship, she was mentored by a 
nuclear physicist working to make developments in 
nuclear threat detection. “It is really amazing and exciting 
to be able to make a contribution, even though it might 
be a small one to a big research project.”

Bonetti has a lot of interests she pursues in her spare 
time, but mostly she loves to cook and bake. “My favorite 
baking obsession at the moment is baking chocolate chip 
banana bread,” Bonetti said. “I also love to go running, 
try new restaurants, do morning yoga, go to the beach 
and watch Netflix. Additionally, my new favorite hobby is 
thrifting retro kitchen supplies and vintage decor.” 

“My favorite thing about 
interning at LLNL is that 
there is always something 
new to learn around 
every corner.”

– Lauren Bonetti

Intern Lauren Bonetti 
enjoys running and 
keeping active but 

mostly loves to cook 
and bake.

Learning the Lab: One intern at a time
Meet
Lauren
Bonetti

Robert Cerda enjoys 
adventurous sports and 
dispersed camping in 
his free time.
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Juan Hernandez was born and raised in Mexico City. As a 
first-generation immigrant and student, he came to the Bay 
Area in 2000. He lived in San Mateo for 15 years before 
moving to San Luis Obispo to attend Cal Poly, where he 
is pursuing a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering. 
Hernandez is a member of the United States Air Force 
reserves and has a deep desire to help in the mission of 
keeping our country safe from threats.

Hernandez dreamed of working at LLNL ever since he 
learned about it through the 2014 Johnny Depp movie, 
“Transcendence.” This summer his dream came true, and 
he was hired as an intern in the Computational Engineering 
Division, where he worked on developing an interface to 
synchronously control various devices to run tests with the 
goal of characterizing RF transceivers with high precision. 

“What I love the most about the Lab is the people that work 
here,” Hernandez said. 

Hernandez is very goal-oriented. After graduation from Cal 
Poly, he will be going on deployment to Qatar for six months 
and will then apply for a master’s program in electrical 
engineering with a focus on signal processing and digital 
communications. He also hopes to get his pilot’s license 
and wants to commission as a USAF officer. “I am going to 
try and become a reserve pilot and would like to work on as 
many humanitarian missions as possible,” Hernandez said. 
“I also want to come back and have a career at LLNL.”

In his spare time, Hernandez likes to explore national parks, 
camp, bike, run, play soccer, spend time with family and his 
puppy, Kingston. “I also recently got into climbing thanks to 
other interns at the Lab,” he said. 
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Isabella Martinez grew up close to 
LLNL in the East Bay, where she was 
born and raised in Concord, California. 
She is currently in her second year 
at the University of California, San 
Diego (UCSD), where she is majoring 
in chemical engineering and plans to 
specialize in materials.

“Through the connections I made at 
UCSD, I was introduced to the Lab,” 
Martinez said. 

Martinez spent her summer with LLNL 
working in high energy density science 
within the Physical and Life Sciences 
Directorate, her first internship/lab 
experience ever, where she worked on 
designing a one-dimensional model 
of the negative hydrogen ion to better 
understand multi-atomic effects in dense 
plasmas.

Martinez said the best thing about 
interning at the Lab are the connections 
she is making. “Scientists, staff and other 
interns have been welcoming and open to 
questions,” Martinez said. “The workplace 
environment emphasizes personal well-
being, success and teamwork. These are 
qualities all workplaces should strive for.”

Meet
Isabella Martinez

“After learning about 
the research and 

mission of the Lab, I 
knew it was where I 

wanted to be. ”
– Isabella Martinez

“Something I love about the Lab 
is the freedom that my mentor has 
given me when it comes to the 
project. I wasn’t constrained to a 
specific way of solving the  
problem, which motivated me  
to do the best I can.”
– Juan Hernandez

Juan Hernandez spends his 
free time being as active as 
possible through exploring 

national parks, camping, biking 
and more.

Meet
Isabella 

Martinez

Isabella Martinez enjoyed 
the workplace environment 
at the Lab, which she said 
emphasizes personal well-
being, success and teamwork.

Meet
Juan
Hernandez

Learning the Lab: One intern at a time



Christin Salley grew up in the south suburbs of 
Chicago. She is a GEM fellow and learned about 
the Lab while attending the 48th Annual Convention 
of the National Society of Black Engineers. “At the 
convention, I was able to have great conversations 
about my research and the work being done at 
LLNL,” Salley said. “I was already a GEM fellow, 
which provides the opportunity to be matched with 
an employer for a summer internship. After this 
networking moment, I was matched with LLNL.”

Salley has a bachelor’s degree in fire protection 
engineering from the University of Maryland, a 
master’s degree in civil engineering from Johns 
Hopkins University and is now working on her 
Ph.D. in civil engineering from the Georgia Institute 
of Technology. “After graduation, I plan to be a 
professor and also work on research projects such 
as the ones here at LLNL,” Salley said.

Salley came on board as a Cybersecurity Summer 
Institute graduate student intern under the Global 
Security Directorate. Her role included assessing 
cyber-attack scenarios from the reconnaissance 
phase through attack execution. Salley said that the 
best part of interning at LLNL is the environment.  
“In addition to the environment, the people of LLNL 
are also great,” she said.

Salley said that in what little spare time she has, 
she loves traveling, trying new restaurants and 
baking desserts.
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“I was very excited to 
learn about the national 
labs and how they are 
known for being the 
intersection between 
academia and industry.”
– Alexandra Overland

Alexandra Overland keeps herself busy 
with hiking and tennis and just spending 
time outdoors.

Originally adopted from China, Alexandra 
Overland grew up in Bend, Oregon. She came 
to intern at LLNL through her graduate program 
at the University of Oregon, Knight Campus 
Graduate Internship Program. Overland received 
bachelors degrees in chemistry and environmental 
science from the University of Oregon and is 
currently pursuing a master’s degree in chemistry 
with an emphasis in polymer science.

Overland spent her summer working as a 
graduate intern in the Physical & Life Sciences 
Directorate, Materials Science Division, where she 
worked on a carbon capture project to upgrade 
biogas to biomethane and increase the energy 
density of the gas. “This was my first summer at 
the Lab and the internship contributes toward my 
graduate studies,” she said.

Overland said that what she enjoyed most about 
her internship was being surrounded by high-level 
science and hearing about all the different projects 
going on at the Lab. After she completes her 
master’s degree, she plans to work for a couple 
of years and then potentially pursue a Ph.D. or 
another master’s degree in chemical engineering.

Outside of work and school, Overland keeps 
herself busy. “I’m super active and absolutely love 
the outdoors,” she said. “I play tennis with the 
LLESA group every week and I try to go hiking 
every weekend.”

Meet
Alexandra
Overland

Meet
Christin

Salley

Christin Salley enjoys traveling, 
trying new restaurants and baking 
desserts.

“This is a wonderful work  
environment that really 

 fosters skill development 
and collaboration.”

– Christin Salley

Learning the Lab: One intern at a time
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